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Abstract
Cloud Computing is the sum of SaaS and Utility Computing. This 
paradigm also brings forth many new challenges for data security 
and access control mechanisms, when users outsource sensitive 
data for sharing on Cloud systems, which are not within the same 
trusted domain as data owners. Storing data on untrusted storage 
makes secure data sharing a challenge issue. To keep sensitive user 
data confidential against untrusted Cloud systems, on one hand, 
data access policies should be enforced on these storage servers; 
on the other hand, confidentiality of sensitive data should be 
well protected against them. The existing solutions usually apply 
cryptographic methods by disclosing data decryption keys only to 
authorized users. However, in doing so, these solutions inevitably 
introduce a heavy computation overhead on the data owner for 
key distribution and data management when fine-grained data 
access control is desired, and thus do not scale well. The main 
challenges for cryptographic methods include simultaneously 
achieving system scalability and fine-grained data access 
control, efficient key or user management, user accountability, 
data security, computational overhead and etc. To address these 
challenge issues, in this paper we defined and enforcing access 
policies based on data attributes and enabling the data owner 
to delegate most computation-intensive tasks pertained to user 
revocation to untrusted servers without disclosing data content to 
them. We achieve this goal by exploiting and uniquely combining 
techniques of Ciphertext policy attribute based encryption system 
and proxy re-encryption and re-encryption. Our proposed scheme 
also has salient features of user access privilege confidentiality 
and user secret key accountability. 
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I. Introduction
Cloud Computing, the long-held dream of computing as a utility, 
has the potential to transform a large part of the IT industry, 
making software even more attractive as a service and shaping 
the way IT hardware is designed and developed. Cloud computing 
represents a different way to architect and remotely manage 
computing resources available. Cloud Computing refers to both 
the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the 
hardware and systems software in the datacenters that provide 
those services. The datacenter hardware and software is what we 
will call a Cloud. When a Cloud is made available in a pay-as-
you-go manner to the public, we call it a Public Cloud; the service 
being sold is Utility Computing. Current examples of public Utility 
Computing include Amazon Web Services, Google AppEngine, 
and Microsoft Azure. We use the term Private Cloud to refer to 
internal datacenters of a business or other organization that are 
not made available to the public. Cloud Computing is the sum of 
SaaS and Utility Computing, but does not normally include Private 
Clouds. The advantages of SaaS to both end users and service 
providers are well understood. Service providers enjoy greatly 
simplified software installation and maintenance and centralized 

control over versioning; end users can access the service “anytime, 
anywhere”, share data and collaborate more easily, and keep their 
data stored safely in the infrastructure. Recent advances in IT 
have greatly facilitated remote data storage and sharing. New 
applications such as online social networks and online documents 
provide very convenient ways for people to store and share various 
data including personal profile, electronic documents and etc on 
remote online data servers. Cloud Computing, regarded as the 
future IT architecture, and even promises to provide unlimited 
and elastic storage resource (and other computing resources) as a 
service to cloud users in a very cost-effective way [2]. Although 
still at its early stage, Cloud Computing has already drawn great 
attention, and its benefits have attracted an increasing number 
of users to outsource their local data centers to remote cloud 
servers.
Data security is a critical issue for remote data storage. On one 
hand, disclosure of sensitive information, such as health records, 
stored on remote data servers has to be strictly protected before 
users have liberty to use the data services. Fine-grained data access 
control mechanisms often need to be in place to assure appropriate 
disclosure of sensitive data among multiple users. On the other 
hand, in remote data storage users do not physically possess their 
data. Remote data service providers are almost certain to be outside 
the users’ trust domain, and are not allowed to learn users’ sensitive 
information stored on their servers. It turns out that users cannot 
rely on remote data servers to enforce access control policies 
like traditional access control [1], in which reference monitors 
should be fully trusted. User enforced data access control is thus 
highly desired for remote data storage. More generally, such an 
issue also exists in any untrusted storage, e.g., distributed data 
storage in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), for which storage 
devices that are either owned by untrustworthy provider(s) or 
highly vulnerable to memory breach attacks, These concerns 
originate from the fact that cloud servers are usually operated by 
commercial providers which are very likely to be outside of the 
trusted domain of the users.
In untrusted storage data servers are not allowed to learn the content 
of sensitive data, nor can they be relied on to enforce data access 
policies. To keep data confidential to data servers the data owner 
encrypts data before upload. User access is granted by possessing 
the data decryption key(s). When this kind of cryptographic based 
access control scheme provide security protection on data, there 
are also several major challenges pertained to the scheme design. 
We can summarize the challenges as follows.

A. Fine-Grained Access Control vs. Scalability
Disclosure of sensitive data usually requires fine-grained access 
control in the sense that different users may have access privileges 
to different types/sets of data. Traditionally, access policies are 
enforced by data servers with mechanisms such as ACL-based 
access control, capability-based access control, and role-based 
access control. For untrusted storage, one might think of enforcing 
the same access policies like ACL with cryptographic methods. 
However, ACL-based and capability-based access control, when 
enforced with cryptographic methods, has the scalability issue. 
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Traditional ACL-based access control demands every data object 
to record the list of authorized users. When ACLs are enforced 
with cryptographic methods, the complexity for each data object in 
terms of its ciphertext size and/or the corresponding data encryption 
operation is linear to the number of users in the system, and thus 
makes the system less scalable. Capability-based access control, 
if enforced with cryptographic methods, has the similar scalability 
issue. In role-based access control, access is granted by the user’s 
role(s) and the data objects do not need to keep the authorized user 
list. Enforcing these access policies with cryptographic methods 
has to address various attacks such as user collusion, in which 
users with different roles (i.e., the corresponding decryption keys) 
attempt to obtain extra access privileges by piecing together their 
keys (i.e., roles). There are several recent work [3-4], in the areas 
of “shared cryptographic file systems” and “access control of 
outsourced data” addressing the similar issue of data access control 
with conventional symmetric-key cryptography or public-key 
cryptography. When these schemes are suitable for conventional 
file systems, most of them are less suitable for fine-grained data 
access control in large-scale data centers which may have a large 
number users and data files.
Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [5-7], a recently invented one-
to-many public-key cryptography, has the potential to enforce 
the fine-grained access policies for large-scale systems. In ABE 
data are associated with attributes. Access policies, defined 
on attributes, are enforced within the encryption procedure. 
Different from traditional broadcast encryption, ABE offers the 
ability to encrypt data without exact knowledge of the receiver 
set. In this sense the concept of ABE is closely related to Role-
Based/Attribute-Based Access Control and suitable for large 
scale applications. Existing constructions of ABE [5-7], focus 
on providing the basic functionalities such as data encryption/
decryption and collusion resistance. Before ABE can be applied 
in practical systems there are still several challenge security issues 
to be addressed as described below.

B. User Dynamics
In practical application scenarios, users may join or leave the 
system. An effective and efficient user management mechanism 
should be in place to deal with user access privilege grant and 
revocation. In particular, user key (and hence access privilege) 
revocation is always a challenge issue in cryptography.
In Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE), user secret key revocation is 
also a challenge issue. Existing solutions [5, 8], suggest associating 
expiration time attributes to user secret keys. When these types 
of solutions are able to revoke user secret keys at the designated 
time, they are not able to revoke users in the timely fashion [9]. 
Proposed an efficient revocation scheme for IBE, which is also 
applicable to ABE. However, it is more suitable for real-time 
communication than data/file storage since it does not address 
how to prevent already-existed data files from being accessed by 
the revoked users.

C. User Accountability
For cryptographic-based data access control, user access is enabled 
by possessing the corresponding data decryption key(s). This 
opens the door for an authorized but malicious user to “share” her 
secret key with unauthorized users. More seriously, in copyright-
sensitive applications pirates may take this advantage to make 
profits by selling their secret keys (and hence access privileges) to 
others. These kinds of attacks are extremely harmful for copyright-
sensitive applications since it very easy for key abusers to duplicate 

and distribute data decryption keys to others by ways such as email. 
As the cost of doing this is extremely low, it is more destructive 
than directly distributing the data itself. Complete prevention this 
kind of attacks is usually believed to be very hard. Conventional 
practice against these attacks is to provide a way for the data owner 
to trace any suspicious pirate device and collect evidences of key 
abuse by disclosing the illegal key distributor’s identity. Then 
the data owner can sue the illegal key distributors by presenting 
these evidences to law authorities. In doing so, it requires that 
the user decryption key is somehow correlated to her identity. 
In conventional broadcast encryption, the issue of key abuse is 
addressed by using a technique called traitor tracing which has 
been well studied by previous works [10-11].
In ABE [5-7], a user secret key is defined over attributes and does 
not have the one-to-one correspondence with any particular user. 
To defend against key abuse attacks, we can play the same trick in 
ABE as traitor tracing at a high level view. However, underlying 
techniques adopted by existing traitor tracing systems cannot 
be directly applied to ABE because receivers are represented 
individually in conventional broadcast encryption while not 
in ABE. A novel solution is needed for defending against key 
abuse attacks for ABE. In doing so, the main challenge is how to 
efficiently conduct tracing activities without being detected by 
the suspected users (pirate devices).

D. Privacy Preservation
As the data storage servers cannot be trusted; it is desirable to 
disclose as less user privacy information as possible to servers 
besides data confidentiality. In particular, the data owner would 
like to keep her access policy information confidential to servers 
and users may have concerns on disclosing their access privilege 
information to servers. In existing constructions of ABE [5-7], 
either the access policy or attributes should be attached in plaintext 
to the data cipheretext to facilitate user decryption. For privacy 
preservation it is necessary to provide a new construction for ABE 
to hide the access policy or attributes.
Aside from the above general challenge issues, there are also many 
other application specific challenges. Efficiency is one of them 
and different applications would have different requirements on 
it. Current construction of ABE introduces expensive operations 
such as bilinear pairings on encryptor and/or decryptor, which 
are not necessarily affordable to the parties. It is desirable either 
to look for efficient constructions for ABE, or to combine ABE 
with various computation delegation techniques to offload the 
computation-intensive operations to more powerful devices.

II. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption 
In this paper we present a system for realizing complex access 
control on encrypted data that we call Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption (CP-ABC). By using our techniques encrypted 
data can be kept confidential even if the storage is in untrusted 
Cloud server. Previous Attribute Based Encryption systems used 
attributes to describe the encrypted data and built policies into 
user’s keys; while in our system attributes are used to describe 
a user’s credentials, and a party encrypting data determines a 
policy for who can decrypt. Thus, our methods are conceptually 
closer to traditional access control methods such as Role-Based 
Access Control (RBAC).In this work, we consider the setting 
where ciphertexts are associated with sets of policies, whereas 
user secret keys are associated with attributes. CP-ABE systems 
that allow for complex policies (like those considered here) would 
have a number of applications. An important example is a kind 
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of sophisticated Broadcast Encryption, where users are described 
by (and therefore associated with) various attributes. Then, one 
could create a ciphertext that can be opened only if the attributes 
of a user match a policy. For instance, in a military setting, one 
could broadcast a message that is meant to be read only by users 
who have a rank of Lieutenant or higher, and who were deployed 
in Kashmir in 2010.
In attribute based systems, user revocation is a challenge issue 
because each attribute is conceivably shared by multiple users. 
Revocation of any single user would affect others who share 
the same attributes. Instead of addressing the issue in general 
settings, we particularly focus on practical application scenarios 
such as data storage and sharing, as shown by below Fig., in 
which proxy servers are always available for providing various 
types of data services. These servers are assumed to be curious 
but- honest instead of being totally untrusted. That is, they will 
honestly execute the tasks assigned by legitimate parties in the 
system. However, they have the incentive to learn the contents 
of encrypted data as much as possible. Based on this assumption, 
our solution uniquely integrates the proxy re-encryption technique 
with ABE, and enables the authority to delegate most laborious 
tasks of user revocation to proxy servers without leaking any 
confidential information to them. On each revocation event, 
the authority just generates several proxy re-encryption keys 
and transmits them to proxy servers. Proxy servers will update 
secret keys for all users but the one to be revoked. In this way 
our construction places minimal load on the authority upon each 
revocation event.

Fig. 1: An Example Application Scenario of Data Sharing

In current CP-ABE constructions [5, 12], a master key component 
is defined for each attribute in the system. With these master 
key components, the system defines the public key and user 
secret key components each of which corresponds to one of the 
user’s attributes. To disable attributes in a user’s attribute set, it is 
necessary for the authority to redefine the corresponding master 
key and public key components for the corresponding attributes. 
Apparently, user secret keys should be updated accordingly for data 
access. New data files will be encrypted with the new public key, 
and existing data files should be re-encrypted to prevent revoked 
users from decrypting using their old version keys. However, 
these operations could represent a huge amount of computation 
and are not affordable to the authority if all executed by her. 
Moreover, the authority should always stay online to provide key 
update services for users. To relieve the burden for the authority, 
we propose to mitigate the most computation-intensive tasks 
to powerful data servers (e.g., cloud servers in Amazon S3) as 
follows. On each user/attribute  revocation event, the authority 
redefines the corresponding keys for the attributes and generates 
proxy re-key’s for the updated master key components, with which 
the proxy servers are able to securely update user secret keys to the 

latest version on behalf of the data authority without obtaining the 
users’ decryption capabilities. To revoke a user or his attributes, 
the proxy servers update user secret keys for all the non-revoke 
users but refuse to update for the user to be revoked. With the 
proxy re-key’s the proxy servers are also able to re-encrypt existing 
ciphertexts stored on them to the latest version without learning the 
data contents. In this way the workload placed on the authority is 
minimal and the authority can go off-line after having submitted 
the proxy re-key’s to the proxy servers.

A. Definition
Our proposed scheme is composed of seven algorithms: Setup, Enc, 
KeyGen, ReKeyGen, ReEnc, ReKey, and Dec. Setup, KeyGen, 
and ReKeyGen are performed by the authority while ReEnc and 
ReKey are executed by proxy servers. Enc and Dec are called 
by encryptors and decryptors respectively. The functionalities of 
Setup, Enc, KeyGen, and Dec are the same as previous CP-ABE 
schemes. ReKeyGen is defined for the authority to generate proxy 
re-key’s. ReEnc and ReKey will be used by the proxy servers to 
re-encrypt data files and update user secret keys respectively. In 
our scheme we also define a system wide version information 
ver indicating the evolution of the system master key as follows: 
initially it is set to one; whenever an attribute revocation event 
occurs and the system master key is redefined, it increases by one. 
The system public key, ciphertexts, user secret keys, and proxy 
re-key’s are all tagged with the version information indicating 
which version of system master key they comply with. 
The seven algorithms are defined as following:
Setup ( ) it takes as input the security parameter  and outputs 
the system master key MK and public parameters PK. ver is 
initialized as 1.
Enc (M, AS, PK) It takes as input a message M, an access structure 
AS, and current public parameters PK, and outputs a ciphertext 
CT.
KeyGen (M K, S) It takes as input current system master key MK 
and a set of attributes S that describes the key. It outputs a user 
secret key SK in the form of )},{,,,( Siii FDDDSver ∈= .
ReKeyGen ( , MK) It takes as input an attribute set  that includes 
attributes for update, and current master key MK. It outputs the 
new master key KM ′, the new public key KP ′ (computation of 

KP ′ can be delegated to proxy servers), and a set of proxy re-
key’s  for all the attributes in the attribute universe U. ver is 
increased by 1. Note that, for attributes in set , their proxy 
re-key’s are set as 1 in .
ReEnc ( ) it takes as input a ciphertext CT, the set of proxy 
re-key’s  having the same version with CT, a set of attributes  
 which includes all the attributes in   access structure with 

proxy re-key not being 1 in   . It outputs a re-encrypted ciphertext  
 with the same access structure as CT.

ReKey ( ) It takes as input the component Dof a user secret 
key SK, the set of proxy re-key’s  having the same version with 
SK, and a set of attributes  which includes all the attributes in 
SK with proxy re-key not being 1 in . It outputs updated user 
secret key components 'D .
Dec (CT, PK, SK) It takes as input a ciphertext CT, public 
parameters PK, and the user secret key SK having the same 
version with CT. It outputs: the message M if the attribute set of 
SK satisfies the ciphertext access structure. Otherwise, it returns 
⊥ with an overwhelming probability.
Security Definition
We first define the correctness of our proposed scheme by the 
following conditions:
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M = SK) PK, PK), AS, (M, (Enc Dec ,
if the attribute set S of SK satisfies AS.
Let )rk  PK), AS,(M, Enc ( ReEnc = CT' b ,
and 
,where ver is the version number of PK and .  

satisfies AS.
Let  , and

If
 satisfies AS, 

M= )'SK','PK','Dec(CT' .
Inductively we get the statement for  of any 
n.
CPA security of our proposed scheme under the selective-structure 
model [9], can be defined by the following game between an 
adversary A and a challenger B.

III. Proposed Scheme
The basic idea of our construction is to combine the proxy re-
encryption technique with CP-ABE. Instead of building a new 
CP-ABE scheme from scratch, we intend to enhance an existing 
construction by extending it with abilities of proxy update of 
secret key and proxy re-encryption of ciphertext. Our construction 
is partially based on but not limited to Cheung et al construction 
of CP-ABE [12]. 
Attribute and Access Structure In our construction, attributes are 
represented by their index values and the attribute universe is U = 
{1, 2,……,.n} for a certain natural number n. Each attribute would 
have three occurrences: positive, negative, and “don’t care”. 
We just consider access structures consisting of a single AND 
gate, i.e., the gate iIi

~
~∈∧  where I denotes the set of attributes of 

interest and i~is the literal of an attribute i, which can be positive 
(denoted by +i) or negative (denoted by -i). If an attribute does 
not appear in the AND gate, its occurrence is “don’t care”.
The Detailed Construction
As is defined in the previous section, there are seven algorithms 
in our construction: Setup, Enc, KeyGen, ReKeyGen, ReEnc, 
ReKey, and Dec. Now we present the construction for each of 
them as follows. 
Setup ( )  First choose a bilinear group G0 of prime order p 
with a generator g, and a bilinear map 100: GGGe →× . Next, 
select random numbers . Then, generate the 
public parameter as: , where,  and 

 are for the three occurrences 
of i, i.e., positive, negative, and “don’t care”, respectively. The 
system master key MK is: . Finally, initialize 
version number as ver = 1 and publish (ver, PK). (ver, MK) is 
withheld by the authority.
Enc (M, AS, PK) Note that AS is a single AND gate of form 
AS = iIi

~
~∈∧ and assume 1GM ∈ . The algorithm chooses a 

random number Ps Ζ∈  and outputs the ciphertext CT as: 
, where ver is current version number,

 For each  

KeyGen (MK, S) First choose a random number Pir Ζ∈  
for each Ui∈ . Let i

n
i rr 1=Σ= . User secret key is defined as 

 where ver is current version 

number, rygD −= . For each in

i

t
r

i gFUi +=∈ 2, , and i

i
t
r

i gD =

if Si∈ , or in

i
t

r

i gD += 2 otherwise. Note that Si∈  means 
negative occurrence of attribute i in S.

ReKeyGen ( , MK) Each item  is defined to be within the 
range of [1, 2n]. Value less or equal to n means positive occurrence 
of the attribute, while value greater than n represents the negative 
occurrence of attribute i-n. The proxy re-key is computed as 
follows. For each , randomly choose Pit Ζ∈'  and compute 

For each . Output proxy re-key 
as  where ver is current version number. 
Increase the system version number ver by 1 when everything 
is done.

ReEnc ( ) Denote the access structure of CT as AS 

= iIi
~

~∈∧ . Similar to , each item in  is also defined to be 
within the range of [1,2n]. This algorithm directly outputs CT 
if CT and rk contain different version numbers. Otherwise, re-
encrypt CT as follows. For each 

 For each ii CCUi =∈ ',  if  
  and   or  Ii∉ . Ciphertext is output as follows: 

, where ver is the version 
number in CT.

ReKey ( ) Each item in θ is defined to be within the range 
of [1,2n]. This algorithm returns with D  immediately if D̂ and rk 
contain different version numbers. Otherwise, update D  as follows. 
For each  or  
For each ii DDUi =∈ ',  if and . It outputs as follows: 

.},{ ''
Uiii FDD ∈= . ver in the corresponding user secret key SK is 

increased by 1.
Dec (CT, PK, SK) If any two of CT, PK, and SK have 
different version numbers, return ⊥. Otherwise,continue to 
decrypt as follows. Suppose , 

,  and denote AS by AS = iIi
~

~∈∧

For each Ii ∈~ , if ii +=~  and Si∈ , 

srt
r

st
i

ii

i

i ggeggeDiCe ),(),(),( ==   
If ii −=~ and Si∉ ,

 
For each Ii∉ ,

Ciphertext is decrypted as follows:

Its correctness can be verified easily.

Table 1: Notation used in Our Scheme Description

Notation Description

PK, MK system public key and master key

Ti public key component for attribute i

ti master key component for attribute i
SK user secret key

ski 
user secret key component for 
attribute i

Ei cipher-text component for attribute i
I attribute set assigned to a data file
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DEK symmetric data encryption key of a 
data file

P user access structure

LP
set of attributes attached to leaf 
nodes of P

  

 proxy re-encryption key for attribute 
i from its current version to the   
updated version i’

δO,X
the data owner’s signature on 
message X

IV. Analysis of the Scheme

A. Security Analysis
We first analyze security properties of our proposed Model, starting 
with the following immediately available properties.

B. Fine-Grainedness of Access Control
In our proposed scheme, the data owner is able to define and 
enforce expressive and flexible access structure for each user. 
Specifically, the access structure of each user is defined as a logic 
formula over data file attributes, and is able to represent any desired 
data file set.

C. User Access Privilege Confidentiality
Our proposed scheme just discloses the leaf node information of 
a user access tree to Cloud Servers. As interior nodes of an access 
tree can be any threshold gates and are unknown to Cloud Servers, 
it is hard for Cloud Servers to recover the access structure and 
thus derive user access privilege information.

D. User Secret Key Accountability
This property can be immediately achieved by using the enhanced 
construction of CP-ABE which can be used to disclose the 
identities of key abusers.

E. Data Confidentiality
We analyze data confidentiality of our proposed scheme by 
comparing it with an intuitive scheme in which data files are 
encrypted using symmetric DEKs, and DEKs are directly encrypted 
using standard CP-ABE. In this intuitive scheme just ciphertexts 
of data files are given to Cloud Servers. Assuming the symmetric 
key algorithm is secure.

V. Conclusion
In this work we aims to fine-grained data protection in cloud 
computing. One challenge in this context is to achieve fine-
grainedness, data confidentiality, and scalability, which is not 
provided by current work. In this paper we propose a scheme to 
achieve this goal by utilizing CP-ABE and uniquely combining 
it with a technique of proxy re-encryption and re-encryption. 
Moreover, our proposed scheme can enable the data owner 
to delegate most of computation overhead to powerful cloud 
servers. Confidentiality of user access privilege and user secret 
key accountability can be achieved. Extensive analysis shows 
that our proposed scheme is highly efficient and secured under 
existing security systems.
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